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The four most common elements in biology spell CHON.

Helium has 2 protons, 2 neutrons, and 2 electrons. Carbon has 6 protons, 6 neutrons, and 6 electrons. The 1st orbital holds 2 electrons and each additional holds up to 8.

Isotopes are elements that are the same except for the number of neutrons.
Sodium (a highly reactive metal) and chlorine (a toxic gas) create ordinary table salt (NaCl).

When atoms combine to form molecules, their physical and chemical properties change. Salt is composed of equal numbers of sodium and chlorine atoms.



Salt is formed by an ionic (give and take) bond. These are different ways to draw molecules.

Oxygen is electronegative. That means it is a bully.

It steals electrons from hydrogens.  This makes the water molecule POLAR.

The partial + charge on the H attracts the partial - charge on nitrogen (or oxygen).

Water’s 4 H-bonds are responsible for cohesion and adhesion.

Every H2O molecule has 2 parTal negaTve charges and 2 parTal posiTve charges.

Cohesion is when small water droplets sTck together due to hydrogen bonds,

forming larger droplets.

Adhesion is when water forms droplets on other surfaces. Adhesion is when water forms droplets on other surfaces.

A meniscus is observed because water molecules "sTck" to the sides of

the graduated cylinder (adhesion).



Capillary acTon is the ability of water molecules to rise verTcally

through narrow areas (against gravity).

This celery stalk turned red because the red-colored water traveled up the stalk

and into the leaves due to capillary action. NOTE:  Drinking through a straw is NOT an example of capillary action!

This water strider is experiencing surface tension,

an upward force on the surface of the water.

This boxer is experiencing evaporaTve cooling (sweaTng).

When water evaporates, H-bonds are broken and heat is released.

"LIKE DISSOLVES LIKE”:

Oil and water do not mix because oil is non-polar and water is polar.

Soap is amphipathic, meaning that it can mix with both water and oil. The ice floats because... ...the hydrogen bonds expand when water freezes.



H2O is shown in three forms: ice (left), water (center), and water vapor (right). Water is a universal solvent. It dissolves many different things.

The HOH molecules “dissociate” into H+ and OH-.

Acids have more H+’s. Bases have more OH-’s. Water has an equal number of both.

The difference between an acid and a base is due to the relaTve amounts

of H+ and OH- in a soluTon. Each step on the pH scale is 10 times stronger than the previous one. Each step on the pH scale is 10 times stronger than the previous one.

A pH indicator can be used to visually determine the approximate pH of a soluTon.

Indicators change color depending on the pH level.

A pH buffer can be used to maintain a constant pH even when an acid or a base is 

added to a soluTon. Ocean acidification (due to pollution) dissolves away the calcium in the coral reefs.


